Leveraging Team Expertise Location Awareness in Improving Team Improvisation: A Dynamic Knowledge Integration Perspective
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Purpose: The uncertainties in the market have led to an increasing number of uncertainties and unexpected situations in the work environment of organizations. Based on information processing theory, we investigate how teams can dynamically integrate the expertise of their members to better respond to an uncertain market environment. We propose an important team cognition: team expertise location awareness and point out its unique impact on knowledge integration and thus on improvisation capabilities. In addition, we argue that shared leadership facilitates the use of team recognition resources by teams.

Methods: This study adopts a multi-source design approach and collects data from an information technology (IT) company that provides apps of voice socialization and game for foreign markets in southern China. Our sample comprised 86 IT teams, and hierarchical regression and bootstrapping methods are also employed to test the hypotheses.

Results: This study reveals that (1) team’s expertise location awareness positively influences the team’s knowledge integration ability which in turn enhances the team’s improvisational ability; (2) team’s knowledge integration mediates the effect of team’s expertise location awareness and team’s improvisational ability; (3) shared leadership moderated this above mediation effect.

Conclusion: In this paper, we introduce information processing theory into team improvisation research to understand why some teams can effectively utilize and integrate their members’ knowledge and information and further contribute to effective team improvisation. These results’ theoretical and practical implications for team expertise location awareness, team knowledge integration, shared leadership, and team improvisation are discussed.
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Introduction

Organizations increasingly operate in unpredictable, dynamic, and complex environments. When faced with unpredictable conditions and time constraints, traditional planning and execution models can be ineffective.1 Increasingly, organizations are thus turning to flexible team-based structures to promote organizational adaptability and innovation.2 In such an organizational environment, understanding organizational improvisation cannot be separated from the study of team improvisation because organizational outcomes are produced through the execution and operation of teams.3 Team improvisational capacity is the ability of a team to spontaneously respond to a problem or opportunity in a novel way.4 For team
having a reliable ability to improvise means that the team has developed some productive improvisational action routines. The improvisation routines are not specific preparations and plans for each unique situation, but rather the team can respond effectively in any situation that may arise unexpectedly.\textsuperscript{5}

To better understand how teams cope with and even take advantage of opportunities in these uncertain and unpredictable environments, scholars have shifted their research perspective from the study of the outcomes of improvisation to the study of the formation of improvisation.\textsuperscript{4} Such as organizational memory,\textsuperscript{6} team expertise,\textsuperscript{7} real-time information (eg, Moorman & Miner, 1998), resource availability,\textsuperscript{8} working experience,\textsuperscript{4} team cohesion.\textsuperscript{9} One observation is that past research has generally examined thus far has been focused on team resources, especially team knowledge resources, with the tacit assumption that team with more available knowledge resources should be better able to effective reactions to unexpected situations.

However, potential factors associated with team knowledge utilization have been severely under-studied, especially how team members coordinate knowledge inputs and combine them into team processes. This is surprising, because merely having relevant knowledge resources does not guarantee that the team is structured to take advantage of their knowledge resource (Aime et al, 2014).\textsuperscript{10} As Woolley et al\textsuperscript{11} pointed out, the effectiveness of a team reaction depends on the extent to which the team has and uses its full resources well. Indeed, a central challenge to team improvisation is that how teams fully integrate and utilize the unique knowledge resources of each team member based on different environmental conditions.\textsuperscript{4} We submit that even if a team has favorable team knowledge resources, it is unlikely to have effective team improvisation capability if the team can not integrate its knowledge.

Based on information processing theory,\textsuperscript{12} which refers that the better a team’s information processing capabilities are, the better it can handle the uncertain situations it faces. In other words, by integrating the knowledge and perspectives of the team members, teams have greater information processing capabilities to deal with unexpected challenges.\textsuperscript{13} In this paper, we introduce information processing theory into team improvisation research to understand why some teams can effectively utilize and integrate their members’ knowledge and information and further contribute to effective team improvisation.

To effectively integrate team members’ expertise, teams must first aware the value of that expertise.\textsuperscript{14,15} Team expertise location is Members’ meta knowledge of each other’s areas of expertise.\textsuperscript{16} We propose that expertise location facilitates improvisation because it helps teams to quickly organize and collect knowledge resources that already exist within the team.\textsuperscript{17} Furthermore, the effectiveness of established and static interaction patterns decreases in terms of constructing improvisational competencies, because team members must continually adapt the interaction patterns based on the requirements of the dynamic environment.\textsuperscript{18} Thus, the present research examines shared leadership, which refers to the team phenomenon whereby leadership is performed collectively by multiple members of a task group,\textsuperscript{19} as an important moderator. We posit those teams with high-level shared leadership should be more effective in leveraging team expertise location into knowledge integration, which should strengthen the team improvisation capability. Therefore, our research answers an important question: how teams can fully integrate and leverage the knowledge of their members to develop effective team improvisation to cope with uncertain situations.

Theory and Hypothesis Development

Team Expertise Location Awareness and Team Knowledge Integration

Team expertise location awareness refers to teams that know how knowledge is distributed among its members.\textsuperscript{20} Knowing the area of expertise of other team members serves an important integrative and coordinative function in the teams. With the awareness of the position of each members’ professional knowledge, the team can connect members with their actual abilities and achieve the effective matching of human-professional knowledge-task.\textsuperscript{20} Research has also shown that teams that assign tasks based on team expertise location are more likely to realize the full potential of team members.\textsuperscript{21}

These findings suggest that team expertise location awareness, might be a key premise for the integration of knowledge in the work team. Specifically, when team members are acutely aware of how the expertise of themselves and other members is distributed in the team, they are likely to have an accurate expectation of each member’s performance,\textsuperscript{16} which leads to an agreement, either explicitly or implicitly, among team members about the assigned tasks and the roles they should assume with each
other. In other words, team expertise location helps the team establish consistency in how members integrate together and contribute to each other, which leads to similar mental representations of team members in terms of “who should do what and when they did what” so that the team can effectively and quickly mobilize the right members to effectively improvise when faced with unexpected situations.

Research also shows that teams with expertise location awareness are more likely to achieve higher levels of knowledge integration. For example, using a sample of National Basketball Association (NBA) All-Stars, this study concludes that players with a better understanding of other players’ skills were better able to understand and predict each other’s playing behaviors and strategies; therefore, the team as a whole can better dynamically integrate their actions on the court. Kanawattanachai and Yoo, also find that a high level of team expertise location awareness is necessary for effective knowledge integration. In conclusion, team expertise location awareness helps team members develop predictability of performance related to expertise, which in turn helps team members integrate each other’s knowledge resources effectively. Based on the above analysis, we expect a positive relationship between team expertise location awareness and team knowledge integration among team members.

Hypothesis 1: Team expertise location awareness is positively related to team knowledge integration.

The Moderating Role of Shared Leadership

Shared leadership refers to a team phenomenon in which team members are allowed to offer their leadership to others and to the team mission. Ideally, team members’ expertise is expected to be fully utilized under the structure of shared leadership (Pearce & Conger, 2002) because all or the majority of members are able to get opportunities to utilize their expertise. Through shared leadership, teams are more like to put true experts to take the leading roles. When team members identify who possesses the required skills for the fulfillment of work tasks, shared leadership may increase the likelihood that the right person is brought to the forefront. In other words, shared leadership provides opportunities for team members to influence team processes based on their true expertise and competencies; thus, the knowledge and information of team members can be more effectively integrated.

Conversely, when the team has a low level of shared leadership, even if team members have optimal expertise to solve the current situational demand, the lack of opportunity to assume informal leadership roles results in the team not being able to put the most appropriate members in the right position to solve the problem. This can cost the team more time and resources to solve the current problem faced by the team, which is not conducive to the efficiency of the team in solving problems. In addition, the hierarchical structure may have those who lack the expertise to mentor other members. Under inappropriate leadership management, even if the team has a high awareness of expertise location, it will not be able to fully utilize the expertise of each team member and thus not able to reap the potential benefits of members’ expertise. Therefore, based on the above discussions, we propose the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2: Shared leadership moderates the relationship between team expertise location awareness and team knowledge integration, such that the relationship will be stronger for teams with high shared leadership than for teams with low shared leadership.

The Relationship Between Team Knowledge Coordination and Team Improvisation

We further shift the focus of scholarly concerns before emphasizing knowledge resources to the micro-foundations of “using resources well”: the ability to integrate knowledge. Team knowledge integration refers to developing a reliable team communication model about how each member relates to each other and makes contributions when facing a complex situation. Team knowledge integration enables teams to effectively acquire and cross-use a broader range of problem-solving perspectives, bringing more new ideas to work and promoting team innovation; at the same time, effective knowledge integration enables members to quickly and accurately get each other’s expertise connected and facilitating the effective flow and exchange of knowledge. Thus, team knowledge integration can help teams improvise effectively in an unpredictable and ever-changing environment.

On the contrary, with low team knowledge integration, it is difficult for the team to generate an effective and clear recognition of labor division, not knowing how to coordinate the contributions and roles of each other, which reduces the team’s ability to search for and integrate information when
the team faces problems, and makes it difficult for the team to link key elements of tasks with each other; it not only brings down the effectiveness of the team’s decision-making process but also reduces the team’s knowledge integration ability and also slows down the team’s response speed. Thus, we propose hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 3: Team knowledge integration is positively correlated with team improvisation.

The Mediating Role of Team Knowledge Integration in the Moderation Effect
So far, this paper has proposed that team expertise location awareness positively affects team knowledge integration (hypothesis 1), shared leadership moderates the relationship between team expertise location awareness and team knowledge integration (hypothesis 2), and team knowledge integration positively affects team improvisation (hypothesis 3). Based on the above hypotheses, we expect team knowledge integration to mediate the moderating effect of expertise location awareness and shared leadership on team improvisation. Specifically, team expertise location awareness can effectively enhance team improvisation. When the team has a higher expertise location awareness, the team is more likely to identify members who are truly capable of solving the current situational demand. Combine with shared leadership, which enables the expertise and unique information of relevant members to be more effectively integrated for facilitating the team’s ability to cope with complex situations. Team knowledge integration helps team to effectively utilize the existing human resources and knowledge pool within the team when facing unexpected situations, increases the team’s response speed and effectiveness, see Figure 1. Therefore, we propose the following moderated mediation hypothesis.

Hypothesis 4: Shared leadership moderates the indirect effect of team expertise location awareness on improvisation through dynamic knowledge integration; this positive indirect effect is enhanced when shared leadership is high.

Method
Sample and Procedure
Participants were information technology (IT) professionals working at the technology-based technology company that provides apps of voice socialization and game for foreign markets in southern China. The characteristics of this company revealed by our preliminary interviews prove it well suited to test the conceptual model proposed by this research. First, this company set teams as the basic form to organize employees to participate in its various software development projects. The work of employees in these teams is highly interdependent, which requires the teams to integrate knowledge on different areas of expertise. It makes the integration of knowledge in the team a key factor for team effectiveness. Second, the R&D team works with a large number of uncertainties as there is no existing script to follow during the project development process. At the same time, the high demand for stability in APP operation often requires the team to respond innovatively and timely to sudden or unexpected situations, which provides a well-suited environment for studying team improvisation. Finally, these teams involved in software development are mostly self-managed teams, which means that team members usually have many opportunities to participate in the decision-making process and assume leadership roles, allowing this paper to capture the impact of shared leadership.

To reduce common method bias, we use a multi-source design form of data collection with data collected from both employees and their supervisors. The survey was supported by the company’s executives, and the HR manager
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provided a roster of surveyed employees and their leaders for this study. A total of two rounds of data were collected for this study, with a 2-month interval between the two rounds of the survey. Each employee and his or her leader were surveyed via a sealed paper questionnaire. For each team studied, the company’s human resources manager provided the investigator with a list of team members. For the first-round survey, we measured the demographic variable, the independent variable of team expertise location awareness, and the moderating variable of team shared leadership. The second-round data were collected two months after the first round was done. In the second-round survey, team members assessed team knowledge integration, meanwhile, team managers assessed team improvisation.

A total of 527 questionnaires were returned in the first-round survey, with 503 valid questionnaires (95.44% effective rate). After two months, team members evaluated the team’s knowledge integration, while at the same time, leaders evaluated their team’s improvisation. A total of 482 questionnaires (95.56% effective rate) were returned in the second-round survey. Because there is a high response rate requirement for data collected by social networks, those data with a team response rate below 80% were excluded. Finally, the study obtained a total of 471 questionnaires from 86 teams, with a valid sample of 73.03% male and 26.97% female; the age was mainly between 25 and 45 years old, with an average age of 33. In terms of education, 3.45% have doctoral degrees and 0.001. In summary, these evidence support that in all the team surveyed, members shared perceptions regarding team expertise location awareness in their respective teams.

**Shared Leadership (Time 1)**
We utilized the index of network density to measure the degree of shared leadership. The density metric reflects the total amount of leadership exhibited by team members. Each team member is asked to rate the other team members regarding the extent to which they rely on that member’s leadership. The scale was scored from 1 (very low) to 5 (very high). The density score of shared leadership is obtained by dividing the scores of all members by the total possible scores of the team.

**Team Knowledge Integration (Time 2)**
We measured team knowledge integration using a 10-item survey developed by Gardner et al. Team members were asked to describe the knowledge exchange within their team. The quality of a team’s internal communication was measured on ten dimensions such as relevance, objectivity, and clarity. Representative items such as “Our team’s internal communication is Concise—Digressive” were scored on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The consistency reliability coefficient for this measure in this study was 0.88. To verify that whether individual evaluations could be aggregated to the team level, we calculated the inter-rater agreement. Results indicated that the median $R_{wg}$ ($\bar{j}$) is 0.91, and intraclass correlation ICC (1) = .38, ICC (2) = 0.76; in addition, ANOVA analysis revealed significant differences in team-level means, $F = 4.72, p < 0.001$. In summary, these evidence support that in all the team surveyed, members shared perceptions regarding team knowledge integration in their respective teams.

**Team Improvisation (Time 2)**
Team improvisation was measured by a three-item questionnaire developed by Vera et al. The team supervisor assessed the team improvisation scale. The Sample items were “During the course of the work, our team is able to respond effectively to unexpected opportunities even though they are not expected”. Scoring was based on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The reliability coefficient for team improvisation in this study was 0.862.

**Control Variables (Time 1)**
We included four control variables to test the hypotheses more rigorously. First, we control for team size because
team size is thought to affect the difficulty of team communication and knowledge integration.\textsuperscript{35}

Second, we control for heterogeneity in team expertise, as heterogeneity in knowledge backgrounds is thought to affect the integration of team knowledge.\textsuperscript{31} This paper uses a three-item scale developed by Tiwana & Mclean\textsuperscript{36} to test team expertise heterogeneity. Sample items such as “Our team members have a variety of backgrounds and experiences”. The scale was scored on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The Cronbach’s coefficient for this question in this study was 0.91. In addition, in order to verify that the question items can be aggregated to the team level, team members’ evaluations need to have sufficient consistency and reliability. Results indicated that the median value of $R_w$ for team expertise heterogeneity was 89, with ICC (1) = 0.48 and ICC (2) = 0.80. Furthermore, ANOVA analysis revealed significant differences in team-level means, $F = 4.90$, $p < 0.001$. Therefore, these justify aggregating individual-level team expertise heterogeneity to the team level.

Third, we control for team familiarity because team familiarity is thought to influence the team collaboration process.\textsuperscript{37} Team familiarity was measured by using the social network method,\textsuperscript{40} each member rated their perceived familiarity with each teammate. The study provides each member with a matrix-pattern questionnaire in which the vertical column items are questions concerning familiarities while the horizontal row items are of a complete name list of the team members. Team members were asked to answer the question “How well do you know this team member?“ on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (do not know) to 5 (know a lot). For each team, the average of all team members’ scores represents the overall familiarity of the team (this score does not include the members’ ratings of themselves).

Finally, we control for the team experimental climate, which is thought to affect the team’s ability to improvise.\textsuperscript{7} This paper uses a scale developed by Vera & Crossan\textsuperscript{7} with four questions, sample questions such as “In teams, mistakes are perceived as a source of learning”. Scoring was based on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The reliability coefficient of the experimental climate in this study was 0.81.

**Results**

We conducted confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) using Mplus 7.4 to test the discriminant validity of team expertise location awareness, shared leadership, team knowledge integration, and team improvisation. The results show a good model fit ($\chi^2$ /df = 2.16, df = 225, RMSEA = 0.05, SRMR = 0.07, CFI = 0.96, TLI = 0.94); meanwhile the hypothesized four-factor model show a good model fit degree which significantly outperforms the alternative three-factor model, two-factor as well as one-factor model (see Table 1). Thus, these analyses indicated the discriminant validity of these measures.

We tested all research hypotheses at the team level ($n = 86$), where the key variables in our conceptual model are defined. Table 2 depicts the means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients for each variable. According to Table 2, it is evident that the team expertise location awareness is positively correlated with the team knowledge integration ($r = 0.24$, $p < 0.05$). In addition, team knowledge integration is positively correlated with team improvisation ($r = 0.40$, $p < 0.01$). These correlation patterns provided initial support for our research hypotheses. The inclusion or exclusion of control variables in this analysis did not change the study results.

Hypothesis 1 predicts that the team expertise location awareness would positively predict team knowledge integration. As M1 in Table 3 shows, the regression coefficient of the team expertise location awareness on team knowledge integration is significant ($b = 0.17$, $p < 0.01$). Therefore hypothesis 1 is supported.

**Table 1 Comparison of Measurement Models**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\chi^2$ /df</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-factor model</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>1066.11</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-factor model</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>819.84</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-factor model</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>490.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline model</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>485.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: RMSEA, root mean square error of approximation; SRMR, standardized root mean square residual; CFI, comparative fit index. 1) Single factor model: team expertise location awareness + shared leadership + knowledge integration + team improvisation; 2) Two-factor model: team expertise location awareness, shared leadership + knowledge integration, team improvisation; 3) Three-factor model: team expertise location awareness, shared leadership + knowledge integration + team improvisation; 4) Baseline model: team expertise location awareness, shared leadership, knowledge integration, team improvisation.
Hypothesis 2 predicts that the relationship between team expertise location awareness and team knowledge integration is moderated by shared leadership. As M2 in Table 3 shows, the unstandardized regression coefficient for the integration term was positive and significant ($B = 0.11$, $p < 0.01$). In this paper, a simple slope analysis is conducted following the relevant suggestion given by Aiken and West (1991) \(^3\) (see Figure 2). Figure 2 shows that a significant positive effect of team expertise location awareness on team knowledge integration exists when teams have higher shared leadership (1 SD, $B = 0.21$, $p < 0.001$). In contrast, when teams have low shared leadership, the relationship between team expertise locations awareness and team knowledge integration is not significant (−1 SD, $B = 0.01$, $p = 0.99$). Therefore, hypothesis 2 is supported.

Hypothesis 3 predicts that team knowledge integration would positively predict team improvisation. As M3 in Table 3 shows that the regression coefficient of team knowledge integration on team improvisation is significant ($B = 0.24$, $p < 0.01$). Thus, Hypothesis 3 is supported.

Hypothesis 4 further proposes a moderated mediated model: that is, the indirect effect of team expertise location awareness on team improvisation via team knowledge integration is moderated by shared leadership. To further test hypothesis 4, we use the bootstrap approach suggested by (Hayes, 2015) \(^3\). Specifically, we tested this effect by using the bootstrapping approach whereby we constructed bias-corrected confidence intervals based on 5000 random samples with replacement from the full sample. The analysis results are shown in Table 4. Specifically, the indirect effect is more positively significant when shared leadership is higher.

### Table 2 Means, Standard Deviations, Reliabilities, and Correlations Among Study Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Team Size</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Knowledge Heterogeneity</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Team Members’ Familiarity</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>—0.18</td>
<td>—0.32</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Team Experimental Climate</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>—0.15</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Team Expertise location Awareness</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>—0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Shared Leadership</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Knowledge Integration</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Team Improvisation</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>−0.19</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $n = 86$. \(^*\)p < 0.01. \(^\#\)p < 0.05.

### Table 3 Regression Results for Knowledge Integration and Team Improvisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Team Knowledge Integration</th>
<th>Team Decision Making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team size</td>
<td>−0.02(0.07)</td>
<td>−0.03(0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Heterogeneity</td>
<td>0.13(0.08)(^*)</td>
<td>0.20(0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Members’ Familiarity</td>
<td>−0.16(0.11)</td>
<td>−0.21(0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Experimental Climate</td>
<td>0.07(0.16)</td>
<td>0.10(0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effect</td>
<td>0.17(0.04)**</td>
<td>0.17(0.04)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Expertise location Awareness</td>
<td>0.33(0.15)(^*)</td>
<td>0.11(0.04)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared leadership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge integration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderation variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise location ×Shared leadership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta R^2$</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: $N = 86$, Unstandardized regression coefficients are reported. Values in parentheses are standard errors of regression coefficients. Values in bold are relevant to tests of hypotheses. **p < 0.01. \(^*\)p < 0.05.
leadership is higher, but it is not significant when shared leadership is low. Thus, hypothesis 4 is supported.

Discussion
Our overarching purpose in this research is to theorize and test a model to provide novel insight into the premise condition of team improvisation. Drawing from team information processing theory, we examined how teams can achieve high levels of team improvisation by building effective team knowledge integration. Specifically, we explored how team expertise location awareness affects the development of the team knowledge integration and team improvisation capability, and how shared leadership moderates this process. Overall, by testing the moderated mediated model, our study offers a new theoretical perspective to research on team improvisation, highlighting the importance of team knowledge integration in team improvisation.

Theoretical Contributions
Our research takes a step toward addressing what promotes effective team improvisation. We proposed and found that this relationship is contingent on the team knowledge integration. Previous studies have identified premise conditions such as team information resources and team expertise, both of which are thought to stimulate team improvisation by providing teams with favorable team knowledge resources. However, team knowledge resources alone do not guarantee effective team outcomes because teams are often unable to integrate and leverage the expertise and resources of their members. Thus, our first central contribution lies in introducing team knowledge integration as a vital factor that strengthens the team improvisation capability. When encountering a complex environment that changes rapidly, a team must, in its response, continuously integrate its knowledge and information before it can effectively cope with the improvisational demand of the situation. Accordingly, this study provides a micro-knowledge management perspective for understanding team improvisation and thus offers a new perspective for improvisation research by clarifying the team’s integration and utilization of its internal knowledge resources.

Table 4 Moderated Mediating Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediating Variable</th>
<th>Moderated Variable</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Lower 95% CI</th>
<th>Upper 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Team knowledge Integration</td>
<td>High value</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low value</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CIs were calculated using the Monte Carlo method with 5000 repetitions.
Furthermore, our research revealed that when a team with team expertise location awareness, teams are more likely to achieve team knowledge integration. Although Evans put forward the importance of professional knowledge recognition on team improvisation, the discussion on its mediating mechanism was not deep enough. This study further expanded its mechanism and proposed the important role of knowledge integration in it. As noted above, simply having experts is not sufficient for effective knowledge resource utilization. Rather, the recognition of each team members’ expertise and skills is critical to the team use the full complement of its knowledge resources. We find that team expertise location awareness is not only related to the development of team knowledge integration, but also is particularly valuable when teams need to spontaneously respond to uncertain situations in a novel way.

Third, we also introduce shared leadership as an important team condition that strengthens the relationship between team expertise location awareness and team knowledge integration. Organizational scholars have argued that flexible team interaction patterns promote effective team reactions to unexpected situations. Accordingly, shared leadership plays such a tempering role, provides the team with an opportunity to best match members’ expertise with the given tasks and eventually promote team knowledge integration.

Finally, most existing team research treats the team as a homogeneous whole rather than a collection of heterogeneous members. Such a research perspective is based on an oversimplified assumption that individuals in teams are often interchangeable and play an equally important role in driving forward team processes. However, as Friedrich et al summarized, if there are no differences among team members, there is no reason for different individuals to take on different task roles at different times. We focus on team knowledge integration based on the different expertise of team members, do not ignore the importance of each team member who contributes uniquely to the knowledge integration process. This research understands person-to-person differences among team members and provides new and useful ideas for research on team knowledge integration and team improvisation.

Practical Implications
Our research offers valuable practical insights for both team managers and team members. Indeed, teams face an increasingly volatile and uncertain environment, and teams often need to improvise effectively to achieve their goals. Our study shows that team improvisation depends heavily on the team’s ability to dynamically and effectively integrate the team’s knowledge resources and information to quickly respond to uncertain team environments. On the one hand, this paper suggests that creating conditions to support dynamic team knowledge integration by enhancing the team expertise location is important for team improvisation. For example, managers can improve team knowledge location awareness in both static and dynamic ways. From a static perspective, managers can create an electronic directory that displays each team member’s expertise, background, skills, and past project experience to update members’ knowledge of each other’s expertise and skills. From a dynamic perspective, organizations can conduct regular meeting reviews to ensure that team members are always aware of each other’s expertise and information in real time. These practices can effectively improve the team’s cognition of knowledge location and enable the team to integrate knowledge resources more effectively.

On the other hand, managers also need to realize that flexible interaction patterns are important for the integration of knowledge resources, and an organizational environment that is more egalitarian and supportive of shared leadership needs to be built. Only by creating an environment that supports shared leadership can the existing cognitive resources in the team be fully utilized, and can the best of people be truly achieved, and the efficiency and effectiveness of team response be promoted.

Limitations and Future Research
These contributions should be qualified in light of several limitations. First, although we use the multi-source data collection and adopt objective ratings of team leaders to measure the dependent variable of improvisation, the study still could not eliminate the problem of possible common method bias. Furthermore, since shared leadership often changes over time, we encourage that future research could consider a combination of experimental and daily data methods for collecting research data so as to better validate the relationships of variables in the design.

Second, what the paper focuses on is the impact of team expertise location awareness as a cognitive resource on team knowledge integration and thus on team improvisation; due to the fact that team expertise perspective more accurately reflects the task characteristics of technical teams in the IT company, the focus of this paper is of
single-type knowledge resource and expertise location awareness. However, in other types of teams, there might be other kinds of awareness that may be more important than knowledge location awareness, such as interpersonal network relationship awareness that may also play an important role in facilitating the team knowledge integration. Therefore, we encourage researchers to consider the effects of other cognition resources on team knowledge integration in the future.

Finally, this research considers the boundary conditions for the play of team expertise location from team member’s interaction perspective, ie, shared leadership perspective. However, other factors such as team affection, including shared team identity, may also promote better team recognition. Therefore, future researchers are encouraged to explore the moderating role between team expertise location and improvisation from other psychological perspectives.

Conclusion
Our research identifies team knowledge integration as an important premise condition for team improvisation. The results suggest that team expertise location awareness positively affects team improvisation through team knowledge integration; team knowledge integration is strengthened when teams with high-level shared leadership. By testing the moderated mediated model, our study helps understanding why some teams can improvise better than others and provides empirical and practical insights into how team knowledge integration can drive effective team improvisation. By explicating this phenomenon, we suggest that scholarly attention should not merely focus on optimizing team knowledge resources for effective team improvisation capability, but also considers how to use its knowledge resources well during the team reaction process.
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